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1. SU~RY 
The, objectives of th:l.s program Bre to per.form a design study of a 
solar .. hydrogem propulsit)ll and power system for space'appl:i:ca tions. 
The studYi was initiated 01.1 17 May 1963 under Contract NAS 7-231, and 
is planned for completion over a period of six (6) months. This 
informal quarterly teport covers the worrk perforlned during the first 
three (3) months of, the program.· 
During the repo:tt p(~riod '~.9st of the component studies were 
c()mpletE.~\ and l~ela tionships wer.e t:onnula ted for the <rryogenie storage 
... -~ 
system, solar concentrator size, thrust levels, electrical power, and 
efficienc1e.s. a t different .solal,~ distan:ce~ 1.~ubsystem integra tion 
studies of thee cavi ty '"ith combined hydrogeil hea t exchanger and 
>"thE~rmionic ccmverter ,,,ere initiated:1 Preliminary studies of the 
contbin(~d cavity-absorber indicate the feasibility of: the concept; 
howevcr, problem areas aSsocia ted wi th tempera tU17e dis tr.ibu tion, 
thermal energy storage" and materials compatibility will require 
acld:f.tional evaltwtion" A preliminary analysis of the system for a 
solar probe mission was completed, and results indicate that the 
cornbine.d solar propulsion-power system may offer significant per-
formance advant~lges, over electric propulsion or chemiCi'll rockets for 
1,:l1is appl.ica tion.· These: s tuM.es will be refined and completed during 
the 'rern.ainder of 'the progrtun, with primary emphasis On integrated 
cavity-absorber desig'n, studies. 
Duritlg the lOOpor t period approxima tely ,1,032 rnanhours and 
~16 ,000 ,-aere expended iI 










At the ear th' s mean distance from the sun, the solar flux in 
space is 130 watts/ft2 , and as the sttn is approach~d this value 
increases as the inverse of the square of the distance from the sun. 
1 t is therefore na tura 1 to examine ways 0 f utilizing this energy, 
whenever ener.gy sources are under cot1sideration for. space missions in 
the solar system. The ideal situation would be to convert solar 
radiation directly to electricity. Unfortunately, this is only 
possible to a limited extent. One of the mOHt promising approaches 
is to convert solar energy directly into heat, then utilize the heat 
in an energy conversion device. The drawback here is that for reason-
able efficiencies we are confronted \dth thermodynamic considerations 
requiring high tempera tures, thus high tempera ture rna teria 1s technology 
is necessarYQ 
The sun's imnge is fin1 te, hence the sun's image on the foca 1 
plane is finite.' This fact, coupled with ever present mirror inaccura-
cies, spread the sun'sim~ge on the focal plane, and limit the maximum 
cavity tempera ture available. Hence, a high-precision mirror technology 
I 
is necessary" Until recently, these adv~lUcec1 technologies were 
inadequate for engineering purposes. 
The conversion of heat to electricity by thermionic diodes is 
capable oE achieving an estimated maxiroum eff:i.ciency of 20-25 pnrcentOi 
Currently it is possible to engineer 5y.stems with about 10-15 percent 
. efficiency" The remainde.r of the hea.t is notmally dissipated. If a 
significant fraction of this wasted heat is utilized for preh~ating 
the hydrogen ina solar-hydrogen rocket: (SOHR), the ove1.·a ll .... s ystem 
efficiency will be much better' thalt that for the sepnrate systems. 
40oo-Q-l 2 
------~--~--~--~------------------~~ .. 
The SOHR propulsion system has four maj.or components: the liquid 
hydrogen storage system, the solar collector J the cavity heat exchanger, 
and the rocket nozzle" Solar energy is concentrated by a light-weight 
all metal ptll:nbolic reflector which ranges in diameter .from 5 to 40 feet 
depending upon the thrust needed for a particular mission. 
The solar radiation is reflecte.d into a cavity absorber with an 
aperture di,ameter of 1 percent of the collector diameter. This black 
body cavi ty encloses a refrac tory-me ta 1 heat exchanger through which 
hydrogen gas ci1:."culateso After it absorbs the heat, the. gas is expanded 
through a nozzle o EOS has developed light"weight cavities which have 
o 
operated at about l~SOO R for'extended durations" These cayitieswere 
fabrica ted from rhenium, n)olybdenum J and tungs ten o 
A prerequisite to the development of ·a useful solar-hydrogen 
rocket is the attainment of 3000 to 40000 R gas temperature exiting 
from a cavity (corresppnding to 600-~OQ sec" specific impulse)" Until 
recently neither the high temperature metals technology nor the 
., 
" I . 
necessary high precision rnirrors '-Jere available" At present EOS build~ 
S .. foot diameter mirrors \-lith almost 90 percent mit'rot' l"c£lectivity 
and mirror to cavity aperture concentration ratios in excess of 104 • ' 
These reflectors we'igh .approximately OuS pounds per square foot of 
projected area, and hQv.e a maximum deviation of the surface contour of 
less than 5 mim:lteso EOS is also fabricating elements. of a high pre-
cision 40-foot diameter concentrator, and has recently demonstrated the 
feasibility of the solar hydrogen r~cket prt:)pulsiotl concept on 
I, 
Contract No. AF 04 (61l) .. 81lU, with th~ UP{~t'(}tiol'1 or II ground d(,:monfitr.\~-i 
tion rnodel-o 
The thermionic diode is an electronicdevfce for the couversion ),. 
of herlt direct:1y into e lee tricit;y "I t i.s a devj.ce in which the C~l thode 
is raised to electron emissi011 ternper8,tltre by exposing the f'J~ten.\al" 
sU17faGe of the C{;\ t.hode to the rad ia tion of H, l1~gh temperature hea t 
sout'ceo The j.ntel.·t~lectr(ldegap iEl filled wi.th low preSSure cesiUlll 
,vapor forapacectulrge neu trlilli~a tion so as to increase the energy 
. ' 
, < 



























thermal efficiencies, hence in practice from five to ten tinms the 
electrical power delivered must be rejected as heat via the anode. 
The diodes deliver high, current density at low voltage. A. solar"e!iergy' 
thermionic (SET) pot·H,].:' convers.ion device ha s been successfully bui1 t and 
opera ted by EOS under contrac t to the Jet P:rop,u1§ion LabQFa tory 
(Contract No. JPL-950109). The generator produced a maximum of 
l~5 watts--,the largest pO\ver level achieved by such a. device to date. 
Currently" EOS is bui1d{ng improved devices (JPL Contract 950349) 
to deliver 75 watts. 
The present day SET generator rejects over ten titnes the equivalent 
electrical energy generated. Part of this waste heat cal.lbe saved if 
it is used to prehea t the \vorking, fluid' for a combined SOHR-SET "device. 
Such devices, in 1a rger sizes, coul'd be made to ptoduce several' pounds 
thrust vlith IlIDny kilowatts of electrical output. 
The SOHR-SET system enVisioned will di,ff:~r from the incliv:i.c1ua1 
I" J 
SOllR or SET systems only by the fact tha t there will be a common cavity 
with the diode emitter operating at a temperature slightly lower than 
the rest of the cavity. It should be capable of operC;ltion at v.:-trying 
distances from th~ sun. If desired, thCl.illalenergy storage can be 
incorporated for operating'in the sunfs shadm.J. It is expected to 
operate as a constant thrust dc.vicu dl.l1:ing thrllsti.ng, and ut a constant 
power leveL 
4000;.q-l 
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3.. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF COMPONENTS 
The SOHR-SET System is best suited to a class of mi~sions intermediate 
be'tween chemical and:~lectric propulsion ~ystems. Characteristic of the 
. SOHR-SET .system mission capabilit:i~s is ).0\01 thrust, high sp~cific impulse ~ 
a~d !f,~~ge payloads in low gravit(!lti6nal fields at the expense"of flight' 
Qim9:'~ .. _) Since the propulsion aspect requires the storage o.f larg~ volumes of 
liq~-.1a~(the SOHR aspect of the system requires large mass fractions) then 
cryogenic stora ge cons idera tions must be taken into accOunt. Furthermore" 
s·J'.nce large area.s are involved imd long flight times are anticipated, micro-
meteori te protection may become a significant factor. 
3.1 Propellant Storage and Feed System. 
Th~ following sections deal w~ th the analysis of the tankage 
weigh t requi red fOJ typica 1 SOltR-SErr missions. 
3. to 1 V en ted a nc1 Non-ven ted Sys tema 
The designer of a li<'luid hydrogen storage system for prolonged 
\-1 
space missions must de/::ide very early on the di!:>position of hydrogen boil off 
clue to hea t 1eaka ge in to the sys tem. If it is dec icled to ven t the 5y s tern to 
prevent exd~ssivc pressure build up, then the~best than can be done is to 
opHinize theboil-off-insulation relationsl1ip. For long dura.tiou missions 
. the perlCllty is ,seve-vet Reference '1 gives al' ~\nalys:Ls of the boil-off 
penalties involved in a vented system. This study will be based on a non-
ven tecl'sys tem desig~l concept. 
u 
In a non-vented system theJtinal leakage mUGt be transferred 
~ I ,: ' 
from the body of~: the stored hydrogen t~ the c'jdting liquid. This can be 
clone by throttling 1:he hydrogen ,c the{1, pas's~ng the \\let m:i.:~ tare of liq bid 
hy~}rogen droplets and satlll;'ated vap::>r through coils immerse'tl :i.n the storage 
tank. -Figui~; 3-1 is <:1 {schema tic Qf a non-vented sys tem using stored gu s 
pressur,izu tiort. The SYR tcmlfonsis ta" of the s'hi~ld, tank plus suitable va IVes, 
regu1ato'rs, C).:pulsionbla(\der, throt:tl:Lng unclwarm-up coils, and Other items. 
o 
-
A. schematic of the fuel tii.nk wallis sho\Yn tit tht."\ bottom .of the page. The 
1.",-
tank wall consists 8fthe internal skin whichcont;:§lins the pressurized hydr.ogen , 
-:' 
'j a layer of VI thermal insulation, a meteo,roid shi.eld ,,,and a tank SUPP9r\ structure. 
" ~ I ._. 
The tank \vsll sho\17U Should not be considered as 'hr;!ing the" \:1 
1:h1ci 1 f9irm, since more op timi~ed ari·.,Hlgoments 
''of sevE!1j{ll i~yers 0 £ insula tionand shield,ing 
II (; '.:i i) . )-0 ~ 




are possible. The itlterlaci.,Jlg 
19 a distinct possibility as 
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Itowever, no furth¢f ('onsiderationneed be given to this problem until 
f\.1rther knowledge is gained concerning the meteoroid environment, and. 
the rela tive meri ts of one type 0 f shie l.d configurlltion over ,the other is 
de te rmitled • 
Figure 3-218 the Temperature-Entropy diHgr~m. 
for liquid hydrogen controlled vaporization. State 1 corresponds to 
.. the condi tion of bulk storage. The fluid 1s stored undel: sa tura ted 
tiqiJici condition at ap)'.°essur:e Pl- temperature Tl, and enthalpy hlo 
At sta te 2, the l:luid is throttled resl,1fting in. a decrease in pressure 
Ilnd temperntul.°e,.and uu increase in quality X20 At state 3 the fluid 
is recirculi.lted t.hrough the fuel tank where its enthalpy is increased 
to 113, and its quality inc\reased to X30 At state 4 the f~~lid is 
throttled resulting in a decrease in pressure and temperature and all. 
incn~ase in quality from X3 to the n€1ar silturatcd vaporo At state 5 
the s\~turuted vapor entel'S the first of a set of heat exchungers~ Here 
it is warmed up suffici.ently so that it can be handled easily in ~ 
£10\01 control systemo Another fllnction of this heat exchanger is to 
make absolutely sure tha t no hydrogen droplets remain J thereby provid-
ing, sin~~h~ phase V",PQ]: in the higher tempera tUr(:\ exchange rs. 
. The thet"mal ll~akagG to the hydrogen vdll dli;'p~n(l upon, ~l1nong othel' things, 
~,,-. .. •• 0-"",,, ~ "' •• ,,.' IWt 
the distn:nce of the space era f t troll1 the suno In Be tua 1 prac tice ~ve 
, 
" 
can antic~tpate several si tua tiona. \~e can envision the space -era ft 
being on a mission so tha t u t the end, it is closer to the sun than 
Alt any other point.. We can also imagine this space-cI't.lft being further 
away from the sun at the end of the mission.,. The re is the addi tiona 1 
case in which space-c.raft is alc(,tOtHltely clo~e to ~lrtd fal,' removed. from 
the SUl,;i' and ,finap,y~ the craft muy Hhvuys be approximately the same.· 
dist,ince from the SUrto For the case ih which\ the ljpace-crl.lft is closG$t 
to the sun at the end of t.he miSSion, the insulation must be adequate 
enough ao tha tat the G\ld 0 f the mission the tHerma 1 leakage is nO t 
greater thun the t'atri'which enthtllpy is being removed from the systenl 
, l~- n 
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leavin.g the tank 'oJill ulways be of a quality less than 1, except at 
the end of the mission when its 'qua li ty is 1, so tha t the first' hea t 
exchanger will in essence also be a vaporizer" For the case \.Jhere the 
space vehicle is closest to the stln at the beginning of the mission, 
then the reverse case is true o l~hen again the first heat exchanger 
will also be a vaporizero For the case \vhere the space craft is 
alternately near and tar removed froll,~,the sun, then the design must be 
for the pbint of closest approach to the sun 1 and for parts of the 
mission aga;i.n the first heat exchanger will also be a vaporizer. 'rhe 
only missions on which the exiting hydrogen stream will be essentially 
'" ' < -' 
a saturated vapor will be those in which the space craft distance from 
the Sll1l remains approximatety cousttlnt. 
3 Q 1.2 PropcllanLStonlgo an,li Feed System Geornetl:Y aM 
S true ttl ra 1 Reg lit 1'emen t.s 
The propellant 8torage and feed system weight consists 
of propellant weight plus the weight of the 8tructure used to store 
and feed the propellant. The propellant ~oJeight consists of the hydrogen 
consumed for pro.pulsioll plus the propellant remaining after mission 
completion. The structure weight consists of pressure tank insulation 
and meteoroid shield. The pressure tank weight 1.8 deriveu pm:otly from 
internal pressure c.unsiderations, and partly from other incremental 
factors described belo\'J o Since thermal insulation, can serve as a 
me teoroid shield, and a me teoroid shie.1d docs htwe some therma 1 
insula ti,ngproperties t: then the sum of the \oJcights of thorma 1 insula-
ti()n and meteoroid shield should be optimized for a particular mission" 
In.;this amllysis this has not be.en done. 
As stated above W • W +W· 
. 'sys prop struc 
where W = system. weight 
sys 
W :; propullut'l.t \-If!igh t prop 
W ,. fltoragc LU:,.:.tJ feed system structure weight. 
str.uc 
40()O-i1 -1 9 
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The make-up of the structurew~ight is as follm-vs: 
where 
W' = l.J . + w. + w 
s true Y' 1. m 
W. = weight of the insulating layer 
1. 
W = weight of the meteoroid shield 
Il1 
w = W + c.."'iV' + 6W + W + /\Wsf 
v press ba sa e 
The contributions to Ware defined us followd: 
v 
, 
W = theoretical weight of propellant tank 
press due to interna.l gas pressureo , 
.0loJ = be 
:"M = sa 
:IV = 
.,., e 
incremental \~eight of propellant tank due to 
boost phase acceleration. 
the incremental weight of tank due to state of 
the atc restrictions in matl,.lt'inl gauges. 
incrementa 1 ~vcight due to \veight 6f expulSi~'il 
bladder and associated st1,"l1ct~lr~ of expulsion 
system (valves, regulators, etc Q ) 
6.W 
sf = incremental weight due to facto}." of safety 
req 1..1 i renJlilrtt s • 
\. ",. 
, . 
) .~ / 
The propellant Lalk geometry is arrived at by placing 
two cons tra ints upon the over- .. :I1.1 ploblem of pt'opellant tank design" 
1 t is assumed tha t the tank ha s the minimum surface to v()ll1rnc~ l.'U I;io, 
and that it is adaptable to p,.t;esent booster veh;i.clc systems":, 
'fhe minimum area is nece.ssat'y, not only to l.·ed~l.~'e the overall woight 
of the tank, but also to reduce the \·/eight of meteoroid shielding, 
thermal l.nsulation, an.d the necessar)' structural supports. Figure 3-3 
shO\vs the relationship bet\~een ti1ttk diumeter (lbs. of: liquid hydrogen) 
and the tank diamo lel' ;'md slir [£ICC ~ll·e;.l. 
FigUl'!J 3-4 shoYls tho propel1(Jut t;.;.wk weight for storage 
of liquid hydrogc111..lt 50 pr~in u1-:i.i.n.gTi-SA1 .. 2.5 SI1 .. llloy. Note tlwt 
~. 
the ~lPpCl: CUl;VC \oJ gives the propellnnt tank \'Ieight, \vlwrea,s the 
. v 
lower curves are plots of the. t:h(wretic~\l mi,l1imum vallie, and the 
incrementLll v'Jlue.s • 
4000 .. Q-l 10 
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(I) Ti,;-5At - 2.5Sn ,ALLOY 
(2) DENSITY = o.ui. Ib/t,,' 
(3) ULTIMATE' TENSILE STRENGTH (CT) ': 115.000 PSI 
(4) FACTOR OF SAFETY (NU) = 1.25 
10 100 
W prop, tbs 
i'" . 
1000 
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3.103 Insulation R.q9. llirements 
The~(heat transferred to a space vehi(; le in (1 solar 
~>-, ~"''" 
s ys tern depend s on its 10ca t:!.Ql1 in spa c'e rola tive to the sun a nd the 
other pJ."lnets, and also on its motiot'l and Ol:icmtation l~clativc to them. 
Fb'J: the caso of a non-venting system the propellant 
use rate is equal to the boil off rate- at the l:ioint of closest approach 
of the space vehicle to the sun. 
Let X == insulation thickness 
T :::: temperature drop 
It = thermal conductivity 
A 
--
surface a 1: eo 
~"" 
F = thrus t 
D = min:or ditlmeter 
r ~ insul£-! tion density r~ 
Therefore, the hei;l t input ra te pcr l1ni t; a t'ea 








We will no\o) dE?f.inc a mean. tempera tl;l17C differenco. a s aqua 1 to 
J'. :~~T dA ~ _ . s 
A 
There fore, the La ta 1 hea t' inpu t rtl to is equal to 
A K t.'::.'1.' 
....... s___ !ll 
The boil 
thlj hea t 




















Hence boil 'off rate is equal to 
A·· K l~T 
S . m 
X H 
v 
where H . is the heat' of vaporiztltion of the1iql.1id hydrogen. 
v Let I sp 
be the specific impulse of the hydrogen leaving the cavi ty 0 





Eq~ilting the boil off rate to the use tate and noting that th,€. insula .. 
,r 
ti9n;weight is' eqL1~\l to P XAs we find that the insulation weight is, 
equal to Ib--,-,-', __ 
;: A 2 K 1\1' I 
s nt· sp 
H F 
v 
Thermal conductivity values for ev~~cuatcd laminated 
foil insulation hf.1ve boen I;'cport:ed as follow~: !, 
-3 . 0 0 0 k = 0012-,,05 x 10 btu/hr"'ft- R ,(36 -530 )R 
P • 7.5 lbs.> ft. 1. To obtain high performance space vacuum 
cond:f.t~ions· luus't be maintained between the tn<lny layers of aluminum 
. " 
foil, or IluminiBedmylar~ 
The mean tempera,ture differen.ce '~i11 now be estima ted 
LJ , 
first for an orbit aroutld the earth, and then for any pOint in space 
as a function of the distance from the Slln. First we define the f0110vl-
1ng terms: 
Q = ratoo£ ther1Hd 1 radi;:! tion emitted from an 
e arbitrary element of tank sl.l'I:f<lce. 
(~ = the rate of transmission or thermal leakage to,. 
v the stOred hydrogenv 
the rate at which .radiation is being ubsotbed by 
arbitrary element ofthetanl, surface. This' 
radiat.i.on may be dire.ct solat:' radiation 
emission radiation or renec ted radia tion~ 
\1 
i I . 
i 
e = the surface em'issivi ty of the tank. 
S Ii' 
f a = btefan-Boltzman constant 
\~\ 
T ,=tank surface temperature. 
s '':';~\ ' 
thermal balance;\ about u tank element at temperature T ,-tve 
Ii S T.:lking T.l 





Since the thermal leakage it·, much smaller thart the emitted 
radiation from the tank surf2lc.:e, Q is much less than Q. and Q ::.:: Q • 





• From this point on in, the analysis 
we will aSsume th(,1 t a 11 the rad in tion is solt1 r radia tion, and tha t 
th(~ orientation of the space crl~ft \-lith respect to the sun is always 
the same. Figure 3 .. 5 1.s a plot of the average tempera Hlre drop, 
VEnosus the absorp tivi ty-emissivi ty ra tio of the space era ft orbi ting 
the earth. Gm:ve 4 is applicable to ollr design since the: SOHR-SET 
space craft must ~lh:ayl:l be accnt{ltely foc~lsed on the sun, and <l1so 
since any lateral tl10.rmal conductivity in the i.nslIlation can be 
a ssurned negl igiblC'. Over the range of low surface tempcra tures 
0-60QoR surface coatings composed of organic 
.achieved oJe ratios of 0.2 •. Hence, a design 
base, white puints have 
point of LT of 160°F is 
. 111 
reasonabl~ fOl: dc.sign conditions at one Astronomica 1 Uni t. (AU) 
To cstir;1tIt;0 the! vnd.i:ltion of sui"fi;lce temperature liith thc 
dis tance to thc sun 'We define 
R = the dist(lnCe of the space C:1.·aft froP1 the sun. 
T "-'Q114 . 
s u 
FlIt'thermol,-c, He con ~lSSllme that 
o rv II ~a 
R""" l/R2 and 
therefore. Ts - (1/~l{2 
No,v 1e t thcsl.1bsc~ip t 0 refer to condi tions of one AU, <.Iud le t the 





T.- the tempera ture inside the 8torH8<: tank. 
1. 
t!r== T T. 
" S ), 
'l;s'" lr + Tit 
15 
,. 





















t _INSULATION THICK'NESS.----' 
k -THERMAL CONDUCTiVITY 





CURVE:, !-SOLAR AND EARTHS RADIATION PLUS REFLECTION. 
~~NOOM MOTION WITH UNIFORM SURFACE--lEMP-ERATURE 
-2:-S0LAR RADIATION ONLY. ~ANDOM MOtiON WITH UNIFORM SURFACE TEMP.. 
3. SOLAR-:RADIATION ONLY. BODY ROTATES ABOUT AN AXIS 90 DEGREES T0 A 
STRAIGHT LINE FROM THE TANK TO THE SUN. 
4. SOLAR RADIATION ONLY. CONSTANT ORIENTATION WITH RESPECT 
TO TH~SUN'.-' ! ' - I 
'-' - -' -
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6T I=-T 1= i 
= (:2.t'2 
·,;1 
+(RR'1of/2 ] ('lTo+ T;) . 
J I"T1 dA s 
surface . A 
s 
"~ 
6Tm = J 1 surfac@ cIA s A 
s 
'I' 
Combining this equa tion tV'ith the equa tion for insula tion weight then 
(> 
. 2 
.c, Insulation weight =.~ 
F.::> 
r .1~/2 l' -T '. Ro i . R 
') A- R 
can plolt~ insulation. weight versus -2. with....2.... as parameter. 
F Rl 
30104 Meteoroid Shielding 
1\ Any vehiclc""'ppe17ating in space for a prolonged period 
of time must be protected f~om l!1Cteoroid damage by a pr9tective shield .. 
Estimates .. of. the meteo1;"oid ·effectson the space structure depend on 
~, .... /A0, ".'- ". 
two se ts of da ta, na1}lely; the r:requ~cy with VJhich tije surface 'Wi 11 be 
sti'uck by a partiele"~ith a given ~\z~, veloc ity,d:i,r.ectLon ,and cOIUposi-
,.),) ~-q'f"-
tion,nnd . the penetratiI).S ability ofa partie Ie ona pa rfict~lar sttrface 
of a given thickn~$s.. Figure 3-5 'g1\;,6S penetr4 tion data fors teel and 
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" r . 
• im~i'~l'-n ,;; .. :.i':m-'~·[~ .. ),,,[,_j..:....:·,, __ f~ , 
in Figure 3~6 is penetratio? data based on the 1963 findings of 
Explorer XVI, reference 2. It should be noted that the Explorer XVI 
data were obtained only for l)enetrations of stainless steel material 
a few mils thick, and tha t extrapolil tion to ma terial thickness of say 
1/4 inch has yet to be verified. Note that the curVe derived by 
3 
assuming meteoroid densities of Ou5 gmso per cm. forms an upper 
" 
boundary for recent Expl.orer XIV da ta 0 
, 
The effectiveness of the optical surface of the solar 
concentrator, and of the surface coatings used for structures and 
for the thermal protection of propellant tanks will be affected by 
the average depth of the surface COLl ting dest1:oyed by meteoroids Q 
Analysis has shO\'1U that mucb, less than 1 percent of the mirror surface 
will be affected. E'or long periods of time meteoroid punctures follow 
a random arrival~ or Poisson distribution o This assumption is used to 
calculate the meteoroid shield \veight necessary for prolonged space 
c'i:aft operation. We define 1>(n) as the probability that n pUnet,ures 
of a sensi.tive area A will occur in a given time A. Assume that the 
shielding mnt-(n-i.al is beryllium of density 0 .. 066 Ills. per iuch~ 
l;-rotn F'igun,~ 3-6, vIe can find the expected value of the number of 
punctures for any area 
'¥ == 
A= 
or for a given time .. 
2 
number 0 f plInc tu res/ m .. sec 
exposed area, m 2 
exposure time, sec. 
t :: thi ckness in I'llils 
th(;.> 'C'xpeetGci vLlhw of the number of Pl,.lOc.tllres il~ 
clnd 1'(0) = exp-Cl'AA) are kno\·m. Since 't 1 beryl ium 
'VA)..., hence P(n) 
= 1.45 x If t 1 
. s "eo t 
the shield thickness for. b(?~ylU.lI!tlO~~ cKpress(ld by 
23 5 
Ai, . ' 
t = , •. i-F(U) 
for values of P (0) >O~90. 
Figure 3-7 is the plot of the ber/ilium shield thickness' 
required for preventing meteor:oid pen'~trations, as a f.unc.t:ioll or time. 
the 'required shield thi('kness based on Whipple's data, is approximately 
three times greater tluH'l thm thickness brlsed on Explorer XVI dat",. 
4000~Q-I 18 
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- - ESTIMATE BASED ON EXPLORER XVI D'ATA (963) 
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= EX POSED SURFACE\ AREA (tt2 ) x TIME (yrs.) [A x X] 
iIG. 3-7 R£Q~'IRE'D LERYLLIDi SHI1TD TEIC~~ESS V':3 TIiE PROD[CT OF'EXPOShD SFRFACE AREA 
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" 
Figure 3-8 gives a shielding requirement for various quanttt1es of 
stored hydrogen. The shielditig figures are based on· the tank configura .. 
don discussed previo~.\s 1y. 
The results indicate that for a 90 percent survival 
probability of no penetrations, the meteoroid shield requirement ba;;ed 
. . . 
on the Explorer XVI da ta will be only abou t6 percen t 0 f the prop<!l Vlnt 
weight for a :LOO day mission) and about 3 per.cent of prope 11an t \.;eight 
for a 10 day mission. Of course, if the design is based upon the earlier 
Whipple da ta, then thE.~ 'figures \'lciuld be a pproxima tely tht'oe times larger. 
302 £.ollec tor-Absorber Charac toris tics 
The pa raboloida 1 reflector is without ques tion the 10gica 1 
selection for the high-tcu1pera tUl~e SOUR-SET 'lpplicu tion. It is tho, only 
concentrator that allows the attainment of h:i.gh tempel:atu'tcs at hi,gh 
effici.ency" Figu 1:8 3-9 illus tra tes the cross sec tion of a p,zll:abQloid 
".J. reflector, as ,,,ell as the ahare of a theoretically ideal focal image .. 
The parumctet:'s of interest in the selection of a specif.ic 
paraboloid concentrator arc SutlIDlarized below. Each parameter is 
closely linked to the othe~H J and cach must be considered in a final 
selectio~,-
4000-Q, .. 1 
1. G(lome try 
a. Di.ametct' " 
h. Foc~ll length 
2. ~CCHrt1cy 
a. Angular and linear surf'lCC. l~eviations from true 
pa rabol01,{\. 
b. Figure distortion 
3. P!lysical character.1stics_ 
a g Weighi:~)J 
b.. ,Type of ,{fabrica tion techniques 
/,1 (/ 
co Folded '\{()lume 
d. Support members 




















































-- ESTIMAtE BASED ONiWHiPPLE b'ATA 
- ,! .. 
--- ESTIMATE BASED ON 
EXPLORER XIV ( i9631 DATA 
Po :;:0.90 
'p :0.066 Ib/in~ 
shield 
~= I YEAR 
100 DAYS' . 
30 DAYS 
10 DAYS 
b' ~ ,;! YEAR 
DAY 
.!"4I 100 DAYS; 
/4 30 DAYS 
/~ 10 DAYS 
./.. I DAY 
10 'L.. I , -,.. I '" I ' I r I '. " ' , I I , , , 
10l >, 
W PROPELLANT' ( I bs) , 
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Spa's7 envLtorunelital. effects 
Vch:i.cle integr-a,d.on 
i( ,.. ... . ,.k" ' 
a. Volume'l~}ld"pd'im~t:k'sion 1imi t's 
.. " ~" ~". . 
b. Interfe,rence with other vehicle furic tions 
:l, ',t ,,'.. . _ , . j' '," 
It can be shown that··the only type of absorber th.at \vill 
. result iin high efficiency at t:hetemperatur.-es of interest,is a cavity 
where the emitting-surface ar.ea is much smaller than the absorbing-
surface area 0 This is demonstrated in .Fig g 3-10 which shows the losses 
due to re-rad ia tion and reflec tion from a l'Jlilck~bodycavi ty and fla t-
p III te absorber 0 Actus 1 performance offla t-pla t~ absorbers, ba sed on 
presently available refractor~.rnaterials,would be extremely p.~or, 
since absorptivi ty-emiss!vit,y values of less than 0.5 arc normal 
for typical operating conditioils .•. · ·,At;l0ther advantage of the c~vity 
absorber is the design fl'ccdom affprc1ed by its relative insensitivity 
to shap~ and size. 
302.1 C~.llector .. Absorbcr Efficiency 
Analyses ate available in the open litera ture 
that describe the performance obtainable fl:om lo'w-thrust systems us a 
x1.lUction of thrusti.llg tf.ime, m~haus t velocity, po\verpltlltt specifi.c 
\oJeight, thrust, impulse, und othE~r factors .. · Theseaualyses have 
assumed ,tha t the powerpl(.lut specifio weigh t is constant over the range 
of exhaust velocities of intorest. This assumption is inaccurate in 
the case of solnr pro~·h.llsion. 
Th(~ spec~fic "II~ight of the powerplant for the 
SOhl t-hyd rog(:l1 Pl."Opt) lnion sys tem, increases as the hyclrogcll-c:chaus t 
veloc.ity l.nct't!3ses, thel:eby effectively limiting the practicul exhaust 
veloci ties (s.pocific impulse) tha t can be acltie,ved 0 '£h1s \Vel.gh t increase 
is due to the efficiet'lcy drot> at high t'cmpar.':ltut'cs, c:lS explain<:d in 
the following sfln~lified a\lalysis:~ . 
l'he po\vert>iiI11t specific weight is defined as! 
. pO~/erplarit • 













































E : absorber emissivity 
a = absorber absorptivity 
i 2 
Cavity 
'iI- ~I:I Plale 
T absorber = 4000 0 R 
2 Solar Constant: 130 w/ft 
Operatino Ranoe 
of Interest for 
Cav!ties 
4 
Ds = .0093 ,f 
6 
RATIO OF ABSORBERDIAMETt!R TO SUN'S 
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.11 :I propulsion system effici(mcy 
a • effective. weight of pO\Olerpl~nt per kw of 
solar power in~ident on system. 
f 1 I 2 ;I' .v e .fective b ft of eoncent~ator (includ ing 
5 true tur"ll supports) 
H a solp r flux 1<w/ ft 2 
Severnl efficiencies associated with the solar-hydrogen 
rocket the!rmionic power plant are shmyu in Figo 3-11. These are: 
1~ Mirror efficiency - the amount of solar ~adiation 
that is ren.ected onto the useful area of the 
absorber, divided by the amount of slmlight 
flliling on the system. 
2. Mi.rror-absorber . effie iency .. theamolJut of energy 
kept by the absorber after ra-radiation losses 
divided by the amount pf sunlight on the system. 
3. Propulsion System Eff,iciency - the power in the 
.. 
propellant flow <divided by the surilight on the 
systcm. 
40 .§.ystem ~f£icif.mcy .. 'rhe SUIll of the power in the 
propellant flow plus the .electric power output 
divi.d~1.d by the t.1mount of sunlight on the system! 
For preliminary caJ.cullltions~ it is assumed that th~ 
.- ~" 
ab$orber ,loca ted at the focal p~~n~" of tIle cone en tra tor ;is a cavity' 
designed so tha t the. mel Jdmum atnotmt of sunlight; w'ill en ter the cavi ty 
without an excessivs.amount of re-radiation fro~ the ent~Onceu 1~ can 
.. be $ho'vll~t:hat the usie of a combincd flat~pl{:lte and caVity-type 
absorber ,will. result in higher effici~n~y than ob tainuble .,witha single 
cavity absorber. This improve~ent is signific31'lt for poor qua lity 
'I" 




.... , (3)RERADIATJON ' 
....... - ..... -_ ..... FROM CAVITY 
" -'" .J 
,.....-------""'-1 ..... (5) ELECTUIC THERMIONIC GEN.... ',. POWER ),1 
ERATOR 8 PRp...;; " (4)POWER'IN 
PULSION UNrt PROPELLANT 
FLOW 
(6) RADIATION FROM DIODE 
MIRROR EFFICIENCY "fJm =~ ~» ' .. Ci' 
, . ; 
,' .. 1,1- . - .. t2)~:(3) 
,MIRROR- ABSORBER E:-FICIENCY "lm .... a =, '( I') 
:.- \" : 
! i 
: ~\ i 
PROPULSION S'i~TEM EFFICIENfY "fJ= \1; 
\ \ \\ SYSTEM'~:~Z"FICIENCY "fJs.~ (4)+(5) 
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~i1'1m 'trmj_"'~ ·'_ .. om 
Equa ti'Ons describing the hea t ba lance 'Of the abs'Orber 
and mirr'Or-abs'O~ber efficiency are given bel'Ow. 
where 
4000-Q-l 
+ GC (T - T )± Q. l + Q d' , I>.' '0 m'~' '0 s tn. , 
HAY).-A aT 4e 
m m cav cav cav 
4 
'1 m- a = Tl -m 
A 





'0 t m 
Q d • P + Qrad n.
4 . A OT € :: re-radiat~on ft'Om 
cav cav·· cav I" 
~ - ab~'Orber-mirr'Or efficiency ~Im-a 
~. = mirror efficicncj 
m 
A iii entrance area 'Of the cavity 
cav 
/~';~-::~:," 
o • sf:~ePhan-B'Ol ~zmllnn c'Ons ta,n t J . 
~~vity 
T ''':=' effective cavi ty re ... tadia ti'On temperature cav 
e .. effec;tive emi~rsivity' of cavity cav, . 
...-'\ /i. 
H ,;;" s'Ol~r 't20nstat1t at r 
H'O !loll;; 9011r CQns~flnt III 130 wlft2, at 1 AU 
\} 
r" ~ dt~stcmce"~from sun, AU 
A :: mirr'Or area 
,;tn . 
P =- electrical pOHer outputftom diode 
' .... 
.:;'."; 
Q iii unav'Oidable hea't Idsses d~e t'O radiation from l'Ost 
suppor t ,s true ~ures'le etc. 
Q' .. therm, "a1 radiation from cli,.ode l:ad . 
G • mass-flow r~lt:e of proPet11ant 
;{ 
C • he~t capac~ty of propellant p ~ . 
To • propellant !>utle'\i tempera ture 









The mirror efficiency associated, with any given' 
paraboloidal conceJ}trator is a function of the ratio of cavity-entrance 
;'dfame'ter to thestln' s image dia.metero For a concentrator with a 
'. " ~.er£e.ct surfac~:, all the sun',s energy will be focused into ~'cavity ... ' 
~, .. 
entra.llc.e diameter that is about'2",8D (!",here 1) is the ~on's irnaae' s s . 0 









G -32' at r =1 AU 




f = fhcal length of cori.centra tor 
The mirror efficiency~'as a fmiction of cavit~-ent\'<lnce 
diameter for a theoretically perfect copcentratol', is 'shown iU"F'ig u 3 .. 12 
c \( - • . ~.~ . ;; 
for the sped.fic cflsewhere the concentrator rim angle is 60o (near 
,~) < 
optimum value) and the 'surface reflectivity i50092. Also shown')are 
, . . n 
a :~amily of CUrves 'tvhere mirror~absorberefficiency is plotted as a 
'. ;j 
fUl1ction of cavi ty~entrance diamete.r and the effective ten\pera ture of' 
the cavity • The curves assume that QI0st equals zero and th,~ dis tance 
from the sun is 1 AU. fi 
The optimum cavity-entrance diameter gto"'$ sma 1ler as 
cavity tempe1;."ature increases in ord~r to compensate .for're-radiation {\ ,., 
lORses. As $hotm, Tl
m 
... a is ?l strong function of cavity tempel~ature and 
,PI ;, 
c.onsequently of . the exhaus t veloci tJ of the hy(Jrogen. pl"opel1ant • 
. ". . . /'.' - "" It 1,.$ possible to calculate the mirror officienC'y~ 
,0,,,,- and from it thernirror;-absorber eff~ciency," for ~ny conc.entra tOl.' if' a 
lWthematical. model t!S assumed that desc.r'ibes the deviations 0'£ the. 
concentrator surfa\~)'e. CalCUlations at EOS, have assumed that eac.h·cone 
, I:: 
of light reflected from the mirror crosses the" foct:.Jl plane at a distance 
from the focal pointtha t c.an be described, b,ya' Gaussian dis td.bu tioll. 
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MIRROR- ABSORBER EFFICIENCY 
STEFAN - BOLTZMANN CONSTANT Ds = 0.0093 f 
EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE OF RERADIATION 
MIRRO~, EFFICIENCY 
4 2 TJ = 7} _ a- T cov (, D COy ) 
m-o m Ho Om - , 2 
SOLAR CONSTANT = 130 WI ft 
CAVITY ENTRANCE DIAMETER 
MIRROR DIAMETER 
SUN'S IMAGE DIAMETER 
CONCENTRATOR FOCAL LENGTH 
7] m FOR 'THEORETICALLY PERFECT 
CONCENTRATOR WITH RIM ANGLE 
OF 60°, SURFACE REFLECTIVITY 
OF 0.92 25000 R 
550.0° R 
6000 0 R 
'6,500° R 
3 4 
RATIO OF CAVITY~ ENTRANCE DIAMETER TO SUN'S IMAGE DIAMETER, D COy 
Ds 
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deviel tions of the mirror sur·face •. No te tha t for the case where 
Tcav is to be maintained constant then the optimum Dcav will 
Ds 
and H vary with r. change as r changes. l'hi8 is so because bo th D 
. s 
Note also that rlm-':I may either be calculated directly, or it mly 
be found graphic<'llly (for iJeal collectors) from Fig. 3-12. The 
method is as follows: First determine the v.:.lue of Dcav of 
Ds 
intel:est, then find the value of 11m-a for r 1;1 1, L(:!., finel rIm-a 
from Fig. 3-13. Subtract from the' value the fraction of the total 
energy be i ng used up by the diodes. The difference be t\oJcen Tim-a 
O~ig" 3-13) and the c[llculated value of lima js nmv mUltiplied by 
r2 a,nel the p roduc t sub trac ted from '!ftn-a (Fig. 3 .. 13) to give the 
desired value. 
The area between CUt"ves 2 and 3 of Fig. 3-13 represents 
the are.a of uncertainty for the future performance of 50 ft. 
diametel." mirrors. Curve 3 is an estimate of: the type of performance 
that could result by 1966 if development work continued in this area. 
.. 
Figure 3-13 a Iso shO\oJs the ma)cimUIl1 mirror-ab sorbe r efficiency for 
severnl pilraboloirJal concentl':-ltors ::18 il functiono£ cavity tempera-
,- ,. 
ture. T~e curves are for a CQ~centrator rim angle of 600 , and they 
shotv the effec t 0 f Vlll;ioll s types of slit"face degrada tion.. Inc 1uded 
in F~g. 3-13 is an estimate of the performance of 50 ft. collectors. 
Case 1 is for an ideal concentra tor \vith liO surface obscuratiol"\ 
. 
and a reflectivity aqu"l to 0.92 (the maximum obtainable \odth 
aluminum). Cases 2 and 3 are the resultant curves for values of 
9,·5 and 0.25 degrees for the angula r devi.a tion. As shown, 11m-a 
d LOOpS to ~ero q lIi. to rapicllyfor high tempe 1;'8 Cures. Ca se 4 comes 
c.;l{)s~ to having. a pet:fect surface geome try '\oJ! t:ll a: tef1ccti.vi ty or 
0.88 j;nstead of 0.92, and can be used as an indication of erqci,ency 
loss due to reflectivity loss. 
4000-Q-l 
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.JI ___ _ 
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REFLECTIVITY = 0.92 IDEAL SURFACE GEOMETRY 
NO SURFACE OBSCURATION. 
REFLECTIVITY = 0.92 0'1 VALUE FOR ANGULAR 
SURFACE DEVIATION = 0.5 DEGREES 
NO SURFACE OBSCURATION. 
REFLECTIVITY = 0.92 (j VALUE FOR ANGULAR 
SURFACE DEVIATION ::0.25 DEGREES 
NO SURFACE OBSCURATION. 
CHARACTERISTICS RESULTING FROM E. O. S . 
51 CONCENTRATOR. >-u?~,: 1.0 -a", '~<>--=/ 
























FOR ALL CONCENTRATORS 
RIM ANGLE :'60° 
1000 
rIG. 3,~:13 
Om :: 2.3 
f 
2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 
CAVITY TEMPERATURE, Tcav,(OR) 
.:\ 
}URl{()l{~AIif~ORBl~R l:I'l"IG Ll:r\CY V~ CAV I.Ti' 'U'::NP ;~f,;A l'tiH;-:; 
fOR VARIOUS LEVEL~: OJ:!' ANGP1.i\H ;:';l'RFA{.;E rmVT.ATION 
32. 
7000 
The ·effe.ct of misorientation on collector-absorber 
efficiency bee.orues more serious a t the higher cavi ty tempera tures. 
A limit of about 30 mi~. of angular error is required to achieve 
acceptable efficiencies a t ca'~i ty tet~pera bures above 20000 K. The 
maximum rim angle,. before performunce becoines seriously degraded, 
_... a 
is about 60 . 
SPecific l\leights of solar collectors at present appear 
to beabol1"t 0.5 lbs per sq. ft. for uni Ls ranging from SEe@t to 
40 feet in diameter. Figure 3-14 gives the weights of represellt~t­
tive collectors as a fUnction of diameter. Even though the rigid 
collector is the heaviest of them all, due to the accuracy inherent 
in its fabrica tion) it: is ab Ie to de Ii ver more energy a t a higher 
temperature on a pCl.' unit \\l8ight basis than any of the other systems. 
I t is likely tha t i.mproved techniques and advanced rna teria1s may 
decrease the specific weight by a factor of two in the near future, 
if continued emphasis is placed on this area of developmt~nt. It 
appears reasonable. to anticipate that values of o. in the range of 
2-4 Ibs. per k\-J will be achieved for rela tively high pt~rforIMnce 
space mirrors. The curves for the maximum thrust and the mc:odmum 
power available at 1 .AU are shown in Figs 3-15, 16 respecti.vely. 
To f~nd the v'::lltte of' thrust and elec,.tric powcr at other dist~lnces 
from the Hun, one nee.d only find the efficiency Cl t the given point 
in sp,uce by eCjllat,:ldl'i> (3 .. 1), Or by the gl."aphical method outlined 
previously.. The ne\-J vallie of. thrust ot electticlill pm.;er output 
is the produc.,t of this new va lue of e.t:ficiency and th~ t:hrus t or 
elec tticLtl pcm'er ou:tpu t, \ ... hiehever is applicubl(', d iv ided by the 
wllue of the. efficiency, at one Astronomical Unit. 
4000_Q_l 
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= I GEOMETf:1I~ALLY PERFECI-
~ -_. '" COLLECTOR "':"'"'--40~' 













REFLECTIVITY = .90 
Ho:: I ~o-WQnS / FT 2 
_ (PlO :: HO A~ (1'] m-o )0 
p = (p) ~- (17m- a ) 
(11m-a )io .. 
SUBSCRIPT 
0= CONDITION 
AT I AU 
,. : .' 4700 R 
14~' 3700 R 
~"'-h--- 2 700 .R 
0·, t. ,-" I,It ,. II It 
l~lQ_K- , 100 K' 
--'~""::-:;::='=-:::-:;:~-~:':~/' 
c:;-';:;-
POWER AVAILAJ~LE (P)o,~watts) 
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3.3 Diode :~haract,eristics 
3,,30 1 Thennionic diodes operate on the, principle \'Jherein 
hot surfaces emit electrons according to Richardson's equation~ When 
surfaces at different temperatures, and emitting electrons at different 
rates ~re'connected through an external circuit,then an electric current 
will flow. The first step towards gett'ing llseful amounts of electric 
power out of such a device is to try to eliminate the space charge 
which tends todavelop between an anode and a cathode of such a device. 
The mos t accepted me thod used a t the present time is a source of 
positive ions (cesium)introduced in the interelectrode;gap and used 
. I 
to neutralize the excess clectt"ons forming the space chargu o In 
condi tions where- the space charge is a ssumed to b(-'!. negligible, the diode 
effic:tency is r,;.iven by 
4000 .. Q-l 
( 4l. - ~ ') J' 
. C •• A ext 
J (~+ 2 k T ) + Q + Q + Q . . ~xt CC 'str r ceS1um 
JC,JA,= cathode and «node c.urrent respectively as gi van by Rich<ll"d son t s eq ua tion . 
J • external current 
e'tt 
~ cathode and dnode work functions respectively 
;u Bol tztnan COllS tnll t 
hea t cond lIC ted away from ca tho(le to anode by 
= 





= beat lost by radiation from Cathode to anode. 
Q ;II hea t conduc t~d away frClO\ ca tho'le by suppel: t 
str s true tun~s. 




,".;'-',,' .,-" . 
.', 
. i 
The ou tpu t vo j ':.; ,~e is proportiolla 1 to 4> c - <I> A • To ha ve a 
highly efficient thennionic diode<t>C - ¢lA. should be made as large as 
'posSible, JA should be a small fraction of JC,Q . am~ Q,f>hould, . ... '. ceS1Um 
all be made as small as possible. In the design ofa diode care 
has to be taken to exclude any foreign g;'lses tho t may tend to upse t 
the neu tra lizing effec t of the cesium ions 0 The design mus t a Iso 
be such tha t the proper spacirtg resul ts a t the opera e:t(tg tempera ture. 
. - I" 
The cat.hode artd an.ode materials must also be sLlchthat they have 
low vapor pressures and so pr~vent cl bu'lld up of one f~ the other. 
;During operation the elee'trades mtlh~t not undergo ehangjPs in crysttll 
orienta tiOll or growth tha t may advk:rsel.y effec t th(~ <1Jode performance. 
Figure 3~17 is a plot of thel;"mionic (Hode performance 
versus emitter temperatt.lre. Although a diode efficiency Ot 20 percent 
is ind ica ted at 3400oF, such a sys tern callnotpresently be bui 1 t tQ; 
, 
opera te over any prolo'nged period of time due to \Th'l teria Is lind tr,{tions, 
and sys terns for n1i.ssl.onft con temp la ted in, this repor t. are expec ted to 
have an efficiency of appl;'oxima tely 10-15 pe.reent at emi tter temper" .. 
(";e, . 
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" '\ Due to the, high opera ting t~mperature of the SOHR-SET, 
,,' system thermal cycling frlust beeliiminatecl in order to prevent the 
reduced operational life whic~ is a conRequence of such cycling. 
Cycling wj 11' occur if the space craftli passes through the shado\.) of 
the earth or other planet, or. if there is a momentary 1l1isorientatlon 
.' , 
0',1: the solar colU~ct,ol.:. If thermal energy is stored in.,)the cavity, 
<;.'y01ing can he damped out 'by this heat reser,voir. 
There a re three ba s.Jc req ttiremttn ts for i.1 thermal energy 
'\") storage (,rES) devices'. 
1. High thermal capacity in terms of ene:rgy 
stored per,uni t weigh t and volume 4 
... t .~ . • -:. 
2. The capob!li ty of many ~ha rge anc1 d ;i.scharge 
cycles wi thou t degrada tion. 
:3. . Isothermal dischat-ge temperature •. 
Among. the possible me,thods "afTERCare heat storagehy thermal 
capacity, order-disord~r trans,itions> heat of fUsion, heat of 
,~ 
vaporiZ'ltion, thermochemical reac.tion, heat of .sublimation. ,Most 
\.~ 
investiga tors have concl\jded .. tha t TES u~ing hea t of ·fusiOll· is 0 
technique worth developing (R.ef. 3, 4) and nearly all. of the 
developmep.t work is in this ....area., Furthet'q1orehea t of fu~ion TES' 
: 1" ~ • 
is the' o.n.ly method's4f:Hc:iently d.evelop'ed.£or cons:i"de,rati,on regard-
ing I:lpplica tion to the 2,200-2300oC tempera tut'e range (')f interest 
for the SOHR-SET system. 
Most TES' research and deve,lopment:wqrk has been geared to 
thl? 800-22QOoK range. However, the krl.O'~1t~dge gabled here fs applic-
a hle: . to higher tempel"a tures. Empirica 1. re1atibri'sh1pshave been 
developed fot:, the estb08tion of:. heat of fus:l.onf;1nd€here are known 
" . ' . .-
materials with ·melting points in.the range of in tEl rest, J?tltthe' 
,-; " . " 
problem is, more' complex:. Hand ling and preptl.ra don problems are 
('. ' 
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usua,lly the ove~r)he1mingones ,since mixtures of ttgO ,BeO, CaO, 
,Al203 can usua lty be'. tai lor made fOl; fusi,on in the tempera ture 
range of interest. "'These TES rna teriafscan"'be expec t@d to yield 
o 1 ~. 
heats of fusiQngreuter' than l~~-nd less tha~ 250 watt~ .. hrs/lb .. 
TES material \-1i11 either. be placed :i.p the'!!wall of the cavity 
or sealed in containers which will b:~located in" the cavity. 
Significant progress is beihg made in the the'bnal-designand fabri-
cation problems assocj~ated ~.jith TES milter.ial aonf:.:1i"nment. 1:he 
literature ,-!ill be checke.d further, '<lith the continued aim of 
getting particular infonnationlon TES material and technology for 






























4 • DESlm~ STUDY: Of' COMBINED CAVITY ABSORBER 
4.1 Introduction 
There are four impor.tant subsystems in' the design of a 
combined cavity absorber. 
1. The cavity entrance flux control and top plate 
2. The hydrogen heat transfer coils 
3 . The diodes 
4·, The thermal energy storage. system 
L+.2 Cavity Entrance, F1ux Control, and Top -Plate Considerations 
The top plate is designed ~s a flat plate absorber so that 
a 11)i\; stray incoming radia·tian can be utilized CIs a pre-heat system for 
the gas entering the cavity. In this respect,; top plate design 
criteria are in 110 way different from tha t fo;;: a SOHR. With regards 
\( to flux control, the ans,.;yer is that a rather versatile flux flap is 
required. During the .period of time that the cavity is receiving 
energY;j from the sun, the 1'8 tio of the cavi ty diame ter to the sun's 
/i 
imag~ diameter must be maintained constant for optimum absorber 
eJ:r,ficiency. If the spacecraft d;i.st~;~ce from the sun is' constantly 
ch\~~\~.ing, then the flux. flaps must be capable of adJusting the cavity 
~\-"" ,- - ,;' 
diame:~,ei1;. or t~he-etfecti-(.7e cavity diameter, accordit)gly since the sun's. 
\'. \\ 1: ' 
iml:lge d:t~tJ~ec'er will vary i\wersely as the distance from the sun over 
the rang~ of ci~tst~nr..es of interest to us. During the period of time 
when the SOHlt-SF.'i" is -receiving its energy from its hea t reservoit'~ 
energy then the idea 1 conditiol1 is to have the cavity opening closed. 
Hence, not only must the system be capable of modub. ting solar influx 
to the cavity, but it_must be capable of literally clOSing off the 
cav:i.ty entr.ance during nighttim~. to conserve the thennal energy storage. 
For. a spacecraft operating between 0.3 and 2 AU this" translates i,nto a 
4000-Q-l 42 
requirement that the flux flap$ be capa'ble of closing off the cayity 
completely, and also be capable of vernier type operation between the, 
, 
15 percent opening to the fully open position. It is conceivable to 
design such a flap by having the cavity temperature operate the vernier ... 
ll.ke positi.oning mechanism, a.p.d'by having the presence or absence of 
str.ay flux on the top plate operate a nonnally closed device. Curren,t 
'design practice is to have t;;he cavity diameter approximately 1 percent' 
of the collector dimlleter at I AU. 
4.3 Design Considerations for the Hydrogen Heat Transfer Coils, 
In the cavity, the hydrogen is heated by p<lssing it through 
molybdenum, rhenium, or molybdenum-rhenium coils which are heated by 
the isothermal cavity conditions, and by the d:i.rect impingement of 
the incoming solar radiation. The coils must be arranged itl the cavity 
in such a fashion that the hottest point occurs at the point of exit of 
the gas stream. In order to do this ,the geometric configuration of the 
coil becomes very important since this determines the intensity of the 




= incident solar radiation per unit area 
f = focal length of collector 
R-- radius vector frorofocal point to point under 
o consideration 
0: :: half angle 01 conical sutfa(:e on which coils lie 
(ex j::- 0 for c.ylindr.ical cavity) 
e 1:1 angle betweeli. Cavity axis and line from focal 
point to point under conside1:fll:ion 
'the value ota; is usually chosen as 30 degrees to min:f.tllize the coil 
(! 


































Fo~ a coil design utilized as per Fig. (.-1, the intensity of the incident 
solar radiation clecreases as the distance from the focal plane increases. 
From a heat balance about the element:. of the exit section of the heati.ng 
coil receiving the nlost intense solar radiation, it can be shown that 
,.,here 
If 
QH = energy transferred to hydrogen 
a = absorptivity at solar wavelengths 
s 
h = heat transfer coefficient 
T, ~wall temperature at exit 
we 
Tbe ;: hydrogen bulk temperature at outlet, 40000 R 
For laminar. flow (and this is u~ually the case) 
where dt = tub~ internal diameter ~t :: thermal conductivity of hydrogen at 40000R 
~ .58 
henc'e: maximum 11llo'Wable value of Q is 
s 
;'" 400 \ I 
\, 
Ct d 
" s t 
..... ) r 5.14 ... (0.78) (T ITb,") -'1' / we e_, = 
where Q
s 
is given by equatiOl\ 4 .. 1. 
max 
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Design considerations.leave no choice as to coil placement. 
The icoil must be placed 'in the foremos1t position of the cavitywit:h the 
base of the cone closest "to the focal plane and with hydrogen entering 
near the apex. 
4.4 Integration of the~: Thermionic Diodes 
.} 
Two major considerations dictatEt/'the manner by whic,h the 
d . . 
thermionic di.ode is incorporated in a combined cavity absorber. One 
con.sideration is the fact that the thermionic diode emitter face 
operates at a temperature approximately l,aaaoF less than the optimum 
for the SOHR aspect of the design;, hence, some manner 'must be found to 
deliver heat to the emitter face of the thermionic diode at alO'\ver 
temperature. The second consideration is cQupled with the first and 
is the requirement that the temperature on the emitter face must be 
uniform. These considerations rule out placing the diodes in the forward 
part of the cavity; here the direct solJr radiation is mostintem,e 
and the variation steepest.! The diodes must be p~aced in .the Tear of 
,y;o 
the cavity preferably in the shadow of the/coils and the thermal energy 
storage conteiners (Fig. 4-1). ii ,Ii 
. 0, 
To transfer the heat to the em~:tter face at a l~QQQ R temper-
ature difference three genErral app~o",chds have been considered. Two 
/' 1/ 
of these approaches are shown in rig ~,;>A"2. 'fhese t,wo approaches can 
be tised in conjunction with the' 'c~~el1tiortal type diode configuration 
in which poth the emitter and'the collec,tor are Jlat discs. The third 
temperature redt,lction mode is via radi,iltive transfer to Cl secOl:ldary 
cavity in which the\dipa~ i~ located. 
If t.he seCOndlJry ct;lvity is a long s lel'\der cyl~nder with a'· 
diameter of oppr~~ima tely 1 inch. it thenbecOttles feasible' to 'use one 
large' diode raeher than a set of diodesasmtlst be the case 1.n the 
first two design concepts! EVen though a single l~rge diode ,may not ·be 
u • 
desirf.lble from the standpoint of o~itn;a-ll electrical system reliability, il 
~ v 
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{A ) TEMPERATURE 'RESISTANCE ELEMENT 
, 
46000 R > 1i' > T2> T3> T4 >'"';> 36000 R 
(8) " TEMPERATURE REDUCTION BY 
RADIATION AND RESISTANCE 
ELEMENTS IN SERIES 
4l 
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In Fig. 4-2A ,th~{t heat is first transferred by radiation from 
'-( 
the c8N'ity to the surface of.· the thermal resistance element, then 
conducted with the required temperature dr~.p to th~ diode etnitter 
9 ,~
~ elelnep,t. The required emitterdrbp actoss \~he resistnnce.e lement may 
. r 
II be' 1arlge or small depending upon ,the fractj.~?n oifthetempe:i;ature drop 
. , ; ,"\ 
whfch occurs as a consequence of the radiative '~heat transfel, to' the b . 
surface of the thermal resistance element. \'rrhe temperature drop due \l." 
\\ 
,t.O radiative heat tratlsfer will be large iftlw emissivity of the 
. ~ ~ " 
thermalresistanc¢ element is small, and smatl if ,the convers~~ is the 
- , ' .' " . \\ . - , 
case. If the emissivity of the thermal resis~:ance element is~qual 
/ ' .... . ,. \\' l" " ' 
to 0.9,then substan;tially 'all of the temperatu,1."~ drop must occqr across 
the thermal re~:~starice. Whereas, if the emJ..ssivitty is e.qua 1. 1;0 0'.3) then 
substantially a;tlthe temperaturcl:lrop occurs as ~ conseqlJence eff radiation 
;; '\'-
,frQm the cavity~to. t'fle surface of ,the resistance element. The d6r,riva-
1 , • :; , " 
tiian of the eqtlations from which these conclusions Were drawn are 
sh~,wn below. From a hed!:? balai~ abollt the wall face of the "reSi~\tanc.e~ . 










, .' ; 
= ~,t>solute wall temperature of thermal resistan'te 
el,~ement 
Tc' - ,:ipsolute cavity temperat\.lre 
T :;: absolute temperature of emitter face 
e 
q,D == diocle lle{LI: i lux 
Q
s 
= incident solar radiation 
(~ :; absorbtiV:t.ty,at solarWf:1velengths 
s ~ .~ 
a =- St:efan-nolt:?<mann constant 
~ , ., 
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_t!I..·· r I', 1 Qn - X f -.~l~·· ,----,-...:;:;-.-----~-- J q~) + (1) 
resistance elementk~emitter 
k =_ ther,ual conductivity 
6T ='temperature drop 
!! 
x = lengt.h of heat transfer path 
k 
+'" ...E....-X (J€i T w 
kT 
_ IT' 4 ...!!!..J!. .... " = 
\ C + '. , 0 X Of: 
In practice Q :: o .. 
diode output per unit area 
diode efficiency / 
.lThi8 data is g:l.ven inFi~. 3-17 4sa ~lInction of em:l.tte'J;' temp~rature 
F:l.gure 4-2B illus.trates the use of the radiati,onand 
oonduc tion modes of hea t tr£lUsfer in sed.es. Wi th this type of 
., 
arrangement it is possible to have a lntos t [\ 11 of the tempera ture 
c11:0P occur r,:l s a conseqllcnce oft;adia don heat transfer and hence, 
reduce the distortion of the temperature field •. If adequate control 
can be achieved over the emiss~vi ties of the radia ting surfaces, 
signif1.cant tE'mpera tll);'e reductions can be .1chieveq. in a single step. 
,For example, for a hi~htemperat\'Ire face at 4,600oR and an emissivity 
equal to.0.3, tr4nsfert'i,~~ghea t to a lower tempera ture face wi th 
; 'J ,. 
emissivity equal to 0.9,. the low temper::lture faco equilibrates at a 
te'mpei"at~re below 3,500o~. The exact temperatura depet'1ds upon the 
, ... ·"::i 
. r 
amount ofcheHt being trQns£erred. Hence,'it,appcarsfcasiblc tht'll: 
the diode willpe able to function simply by: radi~'tive heat tran,s,fer 
from the cavity ,(-l£}.ll to the emitter elem~int, provided that the 
. '-.".J 
emis'sivi ty values Call be mait::l:tained constant throltghout the desired" 
diode lifetime • The relationship bet\o1een the high at\cl the 1m-I 
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wh~re 't.he subscript i·, tags the higher surface tempe:..;athre. I 
" 
In 'Order, to r~ge:nerateq fractie>n of the heat rejectegb,~ t~~ diode 
collector, the diode heat 1;ejection systel11 must be designed so that ,~ 
during thrlisting;ull. the heat that canoe' t+8nsferr ed ;is tl'ans.fe;~'red I 
to the I insoming hydl!ogen, and the unavailabl(iremainder rejli!cted by,. I. r 
"the diode radiator. I Fi~ure 4-3 is '8 design concept for su~h a system. I, '- f 
The degassi~g and scave'oger .chambers ShO\~l a~e necessarytlp.rev~n't 
the hydrogen diffusion from the coils. to '. the diode.' ~n the degassing 
• "'-. 1 '1,7 ,i'(.I' 
chambers the hydrogen alld the metal diffuses out into 'the neal" V8CUlUTl") I, 
" ~:, 
maintained by the sc~.veng~ichamber. The ;sc~venger chamber m.;J~n·tains 
the ne~r v~cuum by rE~acting wit.h any f~eehydrogen" to fom a c:omp'oli:hd, 
which has a very low equilibrium hydtogen pressure ,at the temperature 
I; _, 
at which it is maiJitained. 'tt should be noted that at times .it rnay,? 
be best to make the :t:'adi.ator fll;lt rflt;,her than cylindric~l. 
,The quantit~1 of heatt:ecoveted from the .the~mionic system 1s:,o 
.I 
ill == hydrogen flQW rate to cavity, pbunds Isce 
Cp = mea-n speCific heat of hydrogen over temperatul'e 
"ran$cof interest 
== :305 BTU/pound 
~reg 
remembering that 
it follQws tha t 
0'" = p + f'\, .. = Q I - 1.'055 I:~ C i.lT, II 
''0,0 '<rad D ... P p'=: 
(}(j 
Sihc,e the hydrqgen enters I .. ~t approximately SOoK and~~ col~ector 
.. tempeX-8ture is (appr()ximat~'l~ 1000°1<, thet" al1Qwtni for a 25°1< tiempe'tatu~e 
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practical tlTH seemS to be 1530oF. This yields 
. 6 • 
Q = 5. 65 x 10 ,:0 re~, 'vatt~ 
From equation 3'::1. 
.. 4 6;' 
. 2' A·. crT'·' e +Q ,.c";,QO+ 5.65 x 10 ,;,. '. Of ~av cay cay post , 
1\n~a = Tim -r .. ' J." 
The ratio 




is :,the- increase in the mirror'~absorbe;r efficiency due to regeneration.~,. 
,) 
The ratio '~'\' . .~ 




is tbefraction of thermionic system, heat flow: th'at is regenerate'di:'li~~4,,) 
the maximum possib1e1(~geoeration occurs' 'when, o 
1 - 11n 
State~ otherwise, when D 
o 
All th~ tliode was te heat is" .t;Hld.Og t(;1turnedto t-he c()\tit!t~' POt' B' 
" . 
SOHR~S:e't eys tern with 'fJn .. 0.15 and I" -$00 s~c.,P must be less 
" ' .. ap' " .~' 
thunl,1.25 X F(where F is the. ,thrust~,ev~l in, 'pOUllds)in ot"der to 
. (} 
11a va 100 l>e:rcen t regenetatiQt1 o£ r,l i~t~~'wa,s t;~ he.~t.. 
.. 
"S2 
4.5 The Thermal Energy Storage System 
The thermal energy, storage syst.em can be placed either in the· 
walls of the cavity or in the body of the cavity. It is preferable to 
place the thennal energy storage system ;}.n the rear of the cavity and 
make the cavi ty longer rather than ~vider. This is done in order to keep 
the projected a rea of the cavi ty sma 11 ~3.nd hence, the mirror efficiency 
high. An important function of the thermal energy storage containers 
is to shield the diode loca tions from direc t sola r rndia don. 
4.6 The Hydrogen Diffusion Problem~ 
I.the picture is no't clear regarding the magnitUde of the effect 
of hydrogen on the functioning of diodes, nor is it clear just hO';o1 much· 
hydrogen may be expected to diffuse into and be. absorbed by .the diode .. 
There are, however, soml$) general statements tl1.<.lt 11lt.1y be made regarding 
the problem. 
,'ra').1talum, niobium; ~tnd titanium are metals which are used in 
diode construction. These metal parts may become embrittled if they 
opera te in atmosphere s of hyclrog~m 10-5 to 10 -4 mrn of mercury for 
l:lny prolonged p~riods. In the 300-5000 C tempera ture range I they become so 
o bri ttle tha t they crumb le. into [l po~vdered ma 58. Above 500 C, their 
behaviout" is pcculirlr in that they oltt""gas in. a lMnner not clearly 
understood. 
..4 -3 In the 10 to lO • mm pressure rang') the diode cmi ttcr and 
collce tor surfn ees may become ll:f'fec ted. In the 1 tUm pressttre range, 
diode operation is affected if the total electron cross section area of 
hydrogen approL\ehcs the total· ~leetron cross sectiOn area of ccsil..lm. 
'thus, care must be taken to isolflte the diode bodies to prevent the 
hyc1l'ogc11 pressure f:rom exceeding a pressure which is b<H;wecn 10-5 to 10 ... 3 mm 
of me.rcury. 
Hydrogen diffusing into the cavity will be in equilibrium' 
wl.th tpe hyd-eogen leaving the cavity (!.ntl:anee and going "'into the space. 
vacuum. It hi quite possible that theequilihrium cavity hydroglm 

























A desirable situation would be fd':c the equilibrium pressure. to be less 
than 10.5 rom of mercury • 
Very little data is available for the diffusivity 6f hydrogetl 
through molybdenum. None appears to be available for diffusion of 
hydrogen through rnolybclenum~rhenium alloys. Attempts will be made to 
estimate these diffusivity values at the high temperature of the coil walls. 
The effect of hydrogen on diodes is currently being studied by the Radio 
Corporation of America on n Government contract,ntl? the results of this 












5. MISSION STUDIES 
.,' .'C.I ' 
5.1 Introduction 
Due to its simplicity of design, presumed high reliability and 
reasonably high specific impulse (600-800 saco), the SOHR-SET concept 
.;-!ppea rs idea 1ly sui ted to the ta sk of providing C).on tinuous thrus t and 
electrical power for near-sun space missions. A space miGsion of 
particular interest is that in which a probe is sent to within approxi-
mately 0.3 Astronomic'al Units from the center of the sun in order to 
obta in da tn rega rcling the a tmosphere and sut face of the sola r body. 
In order'to justify the use of a SOHR-SET for this type of mission, 
its per fonw.lnce must be compa'r'ed with tho t or current, Or 
,:11'" 
fbres0eable) propulsion devices. Only two such devices are considered 
here, nam<:,ly, the ordinary chemical rocket and the ion engine. Iuthe 
fortner, the thrust is delivered in a single impulse, and in the latter, 
a s in the cn se of the SOHR, the thrus t /;.l c ts contiTl.llOUsly for a prescribed 
leng~~h of time. The specific impulse, I, , specific mass· of the power 
sp " 
plarlt, (a.), and engine efficiency, Tr assigned to the SOHR-SET and ion 
engines 1 Clre given in Table 1 illong \vith the specific impulse for the 
che.mical rocket. Here, ~t IIIi :tv~/P, vJhe.re N :::; Ulass of the propulsion 
power plant o.nd <:loes no t inc1ude 'part of P?wer plant used to genera te 
electrical power for other thun propulsion purposes. P = power 
delivet:'dd to r.ocket from powe1; supply. 
'fABLE I 
Engine Pnn:tme.tcrs 

















































The value of ~ given for the ~on engine Will, presumably, be achieved 
~vith the SNAP-50 power plant (300 kH system}. 
5.2. Analysis 
In order to accomplish the desired mission of p::l S8 ing wi thin 
three tenths of an Astronomical Unit from the sun, the probe must 
firs t escape from the ear tho In the ca se of thechemicu I rocke t, 
escape is realized simply by applying a single impulse to the probe, 
the impulse magni tude c1epel~d.ing on the dis tance of the probe from 
the earth. In the case of the SOHR-SET ot" ion engine, the. probe is 
first e.stablished (by chemical rocket) in all orbit about the earth, 
and then, under the action of low thrust, the probe slowly spirals 
out to escape, execu!:i.ng m,any revolutions [\bout the eartll, and 
taking n great deal of time in the process. In orda: to avoid the 
long compu ting times associa ted wi th this spiral motion, and the 
complexity introduced by the SOHR-SET passing through the earth's 
shaclO\v, it is assumed thGit the probe hus already escaped from the 
earth, and is describing a circular orbi~:;about the sun at a nldius 
of one astronomical unit (AU). Thus, the desired missio~ will be 
initiate,o from this circular orbit With the chemical l."ocket, as well 
Ll s wi th the SOHR ... SET [lncI ion engine. 
In the case of the chemical rocket, a single impulse is 
applied to the prob~, in a direction opposite to its motion, such 
that the resul ting~llipse h.1 S ,';'1 ped.heU.on dis t."lnce equal toO. 30 AU. 
·Refer to Fig. 5-1. The change in velocity required t(l prouuce this 
ellipse is (~V = 31,300 ft/soc. If we aSSl1me thD.t::t;'he vehinle is a 
single stage rocket, then the payload pIllS strq',ihlre fraction 
,.~ " 




= e Ispg = 0.08716 
Mt ,... pa.yloud 
~ts = s tl~UC tu re 
Mo ;:. ini tia.lma 5S at vehicle (1\ + Me +M!) 
Np II: tota 1 prope lla rt t" ., . 
The time taken to reach I)crihclion is 95.~ dtlYS, which is hulf the 
ped cd o·f' the ellipse. 
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In order for the SORR-SET, 0:1' ion engine, prope lled 
vehicle to fall toward the sun, energy tnust be removed from the 
initial orbit over an extended period of time. A simple und 
efficient way of remolling this energy is to m.;lintain the thrust 
in the plane of the initial orbit, perpendicular to the radius 
vec tor from the sun to the probe, in a d irec tion \~)pl-'osi te to the 
probe's motion, Refer to Fig. 5-2a. In order to minimize the 
expendi ture of propellant, and th€!reoy mnximize· the deli vered 
payload, th2 thrust is termina ted at .the momen t when the peri-
helioD of the subseq~ent coast ellipse equals the desired 0.30 AU. 
Refer to Fig. 5-6. For constant thrust, i.e., constant propellant 
flow l:a te and constati t specific impulse, the power supply and pro-










Mo Ispg ·Mo 
( 5-1) 
( 5-2) 
'\..,1here F :: thrust, t1 :: time of pm-ler flight, g= 32 it/sec.? The 
pay10acl plus atructure fraction is then 
~ + Hs M 





o 0 o 
If the SOHR··SET takes full advantage of. the Stln'S radiation, 
thc;.n the power delivered hy the solar concentnttor to the engine will 
vary inversely as the square oithe distancE' of the probe from the 
sun, 
Q ? 
L e., P rv 11 t,. Since F ....., P, therefore F ,-.,J IJ.r- , or, 
. r 2 
F =F 
o r 
whe re r == 1 AU. 
o 
o 
Since H rQ.ntaillscnnS tant cJ lirl tlg flight, 
"W 
<?-4) 
F = F(. r / r ) 2 . 
o· 0 
Hence? the. power plant mass' fraction is given b.,y 






The propellant mass fract:ionis 









and the payload plus 
o 0 
structure is given by (5-3) , where M 1M . is 
. P 0 
110\01 given by (5-5) . 
The equa tions of motion (in tV-IO dimensions of the probe 
in the gravitational field of the sl.In tvere programmed on an IBH 1620 
computer. Trajectories were simulated f6r values of initial thrust 
1 t ' . h 10- 5 < S lO-3g , r acce era 'J.on, n. , 1n t.e range" g - a rhe method of 
·0
liropulsion (SOUR-SET or ion engine) was cllLYacteri.zed by the 
ptlrameters I and a, the foxmer appearing in the equations of 
sp 
Inn tion, a nd the In tter occuring only in equn tion (5-1) 0 Constan t 
thrust ~·Jas used fo1." both ion engine and SOHR-SET and variable 
thrt.1S t (equa tion 5-4) for th~:~ SOUR-SET. The ini Li.al 'con.di tions 
were the'same for all trajectories, i.e., a circular orbit nbout 
the sun with radius equal to 1 AU, 
Figures 5-3 and 5-4 show the tinle of pmverec1 flight and 
dis tance. of the probe from the sun a t the ins tan t of thrus t termina-
tion' respectively, as [l function of [I , for t110- above three engines. 
o 
]'rom Fig. 5-3 we see tha t for a given value of a , the po'\vered flight 
o 
time is longes t for the ion engine l;1nd shortest for the 801m-SET 
va riab Ie thru::=; t, a s to be expec ted. Figu t'e 5-4 shows tha t the 
ion engine is closest to the sun, unci the SOHR-SET variable thrust 
the farthest, at thcr instant of thrust termination, for a given 
value of a • 
o 
Figure 5··5 shows thQ powel:' plant itlass fraction as a function 
of initial thrust acceleration for the SOHR-SET and ion eng:i.nes. The 
mass fraction for the ion ~mgine equals unity at Cl
o 
!::!' 1.81 (lO-4)g •. 
The propellant: mass fraction;; are shown in Fig. 5 .. 6 along with that 
o:f the chemical rocket; Note thut the cheml,cal rocket conSllmes 
more propellant than ei ther low thrus t device, for a :: 10""5 g ~ 
,0 
/+000 -Q-l 59 
... ~ .. 
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Employ'ing eq. (5-3), ~.;re 
mass fract~ons shown in Fig. 5-7. 
obtain the payload (plus structure) 
Since 1>'1 1M + M 1M == 1 a t a = 
wop 0 0 
-4 1.4 (10 )g for the ion engine~ therefore the payload fraction is zero 
beyond this va lue of () . 
o 
Judging from Fig. 5-7, thepayload,capability 
of the SORR-SET is superior to the ion engine for Jarge thrus t 
accelerations, and inferior for 
at appro:ximatelY"a :::: 8(10-5)g. 
small a , the cro ssover point being 
o 
o 
Note thu t the p~ylotlcl de livered 
by the SORR variable thrust (eq. 5-4) is g~eater than that delivered 
by the SOHR constant thrust only for small values of a , i.eQ, a 
o I 0 
-4 
<10 g. 
. The paylocld frac tion ,for thE! chemica 1 rocke t is generally less than 
tha t of either the SORR or ion engine. 
Equally important as the delivered p()ylo~d is the time 
required to perform the mission. The total mission time is the 
tillle of powered. fl1gh t (Fig •. 5 ... 3) plus the time taken to go from 
the point of thrust ·termination to the perihelion of the coast ellip~le 
;.refer Fig. 5~2( b). Figute 5-8 sho\v8 the tota 1 mis sion time a s a 
Eline ticn of a fot' the three engines. Note tho t the mission times 
o 
for the SOHR-SET arc significantly less than those for the ion 
engine in the region a < 10 .. 4 g. HO\'Jever ,this is the reg:i:on ill ~vh feh 
o 
the ion engine delivers the larger pa y10ad Ertle tion. Clearly, a 
compl'omise mus tbem~\'Q.e be t:"veen payload and missiotl time. 
( }l 
1:laving~esta.\:)Jlished the probe in an c.l1iptic.3 1 orbi t abou t 
the Slm, it is.·of interest to know the. properties of this orbit. Tv,70 
important pzopertics are the: period ('1') and aphelion ('r) of the 
~ ;r , a 
ellipse. These an~ shown in Frgs. 5-9 and 5 ... 10 respectively. From 
Fig. 5 .. 10 we sec that thc-l:>robe will return to the earth's orbit 
(r ::: 1) only if the vehicle was propelled by the SORR-SET at initial 
n .' \ '.-4 
thrust accelerations exceeding 2(10 )g. 
". 
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Fl',. '1~1i1' APm:Ut)j': lJ.lt1TA::C:UF,COJ\ST ELUPSf~ \'S l"lTJ;\L 
',ntH PS r ACG:Li :HA'1'J \)l: 
5.3 Conclusions 
The SOUR-SET (defined in Table. 1) is competitive with 
·thl:! :i.on e.ngine (defined in Table 1) in both payload and imissiol"l time:, 
for the solar probe mis9~onQ The ion engine cannot deliver a payload 
at initial thrust 8cceierations exceeding 8
0
'= 1.4 x 
. -4 
10' g (refer 
Fig. 5-7), and althOllghthe payload fraction of the SOHR .. SET is less 
than tha t of the ion engine for a, <:: 1.4 
o 
. -4 
x 10 g. the mission times of 
the SOHR-SE'£ are significantly less than those of the ion engine for 
this range of a. For thrust accelerations less than 10-4g~ the 
o 
ve'Tiable thrust (F "'"'l/t2) SOHR-SET delivers a great;.I:!1" payload and 
provides shorter mission times than the constant thrust SOH,R, but the 
increase in pay16ad is not as impressive as the decrease in mission time. 
Bo Lh iOll engine and SOHR-SErr are superi;or to the chemical rocket in 
"payload" capability, but are inferiol: in mission time. However, it 
8ho;1,11.d be no ted that power requi remen ts (exclucling condi tioning equip-
ment·) will be avuilable at approximately 40 lb/kw (or thl)! SOHR-SErr 
sys tem an.d ~ t 200 lb/kwe for the- c.hemical sys tam <:Issuming solar-cells 
, I'
al;e used wi th the la t tel:. Since th(! powel: condi tioning equipm~l1 t 
t'ecj\ .. lireme:nt·\<1i.llb(~ approximately the saln~! for both systems, the 
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